


APOCALYPSE

Components and setup

Welcome to the Apocalypse game, you are going to make the preparations to survive apocalypse.
By using this book that allow you to learn to play the game as fast as possible. To begin, we need to
set up the game. It will take you a few minutes. First, we will present here the components and the
materials of the game that you will need for playing and living this adventure:

- Set up the board and place the dice.



Put the resources to the right spaces: time, money and force.

- Then comes the player profile cards. These cards are used for life and footprint points score.



  

- Shuffle and place the  question cards. The cards have question and 3 different answers that are
evaluated with different amount of resources and sometimes with footprint points.

- Place apocalypse cards next to the board, there are six of them. Each one contains the description
of a task that players have to do.

- Place  survival cards to the right space. This are the most important pieces that players have to
collect. There are three different categories:  blue is for water,  green is for food and orange is for
shelter. To collect survival cards, players have to buy them, the cost of the survival cards is written
on it. Survival cards also contain the information about footprint.



  

  

  

-  Finally set up the  catastrophe cards,  these cards contain the information about the reason of
apocalypse you will face, and to which you will have to prepare.

  



Overview and goal of the game

Before start playing, you should know what is the goal is in the apocalypse. In the first part, one of
the players will answer the questions in order to earn resources. In total there are five turns per
player. In the second part, players get catastrophic card that sets up the task. According to the task,
players have to collect a set survival cards buying them. In the end, collected sets are evaluated and
points are scored. The survived player with the highest score is proclaimed the winner.

Game play

Part 1

Rolle the die to determine the order of the players. The player with the lowest result starts the
game and sets the clockwise order.  Each player answers the questions by choosing one of  the
proposed answers and gets resources according to chosen answer. If the chosen answer has extra
footprint consequences, those should be added into the player profile card to demonstrate that the
choice was wrong and influences the environment. 

Every player has five turns. In the end of the first part, each player pick up an apocalypse card and
do the task that is written on it.

Part 2

In begging of the second part the die should be roll to determine "the reason of the apocalypse"
every player has his/her own reason. The aim is to analyze the reason of the apocalypse and to
make the best possible preparations. 

After players roll the die in order to get number of life, then they have to get the best set of survival
cards one from each category (food, water and shelter) by buying them. Footprint points should be
set on the profile card after the purchase.

Life points can be exchanged for resources: 1 life gives you 2 resources.

If the player isn't satisfied with the proposed survival cards, he/she can substitute the whole set of
cards by paying 2 pieces of resources when it his/her turn. 

The game ends after every player collected the survival set. 

Game end and final scoring

The game ends after every player use all his/her turns to buy survival cards. You lose if you don’t
use survival set or your set doesn’t fit to your catastrophe card.



Scoring: you get 2 points for every life you have and for all  left resources; you loose points for
footprint you have done.









 



AIR POLLUTION



EXTREME HEAT WAVE



MICROPLASTIC IN
WATER



SEA LEVEL RISE
(FLOODING)



BEES EXTINCTION



OZONE LAYER
DISMINUTION



Bees are disappearing at an alarming rate due to the
excessive use of pesticides, poor water in the
environment and certain parasites that only reproduce
in bee colonies. The extinction of bees would mean the
end of many plants and animals species, including
humans. This is because bees are the primary initiators
of reproduction among plants, as they transfer pollen.
You can help bees in many ways, for example, avoiding
pesticides, planting flowers and buying organic
products.

YOU NEED 3 FOOD SURVIVAL CARDS TO GAIN
EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



Air pollution occurs when harmful or excessive quantities
of substances including gases, particulates and biological
molecules are introduced into Earth’s atmosphere.
Pollutants emitted into the atmosphere by human activity
include: fossil fuels, coal, petroleum, gas natural and wood
combustion. The major out door sources include vehicles,
power generation, building heating systems,
agriculture/waste incineration and industry. You can help
supporting cleaner transport, energy-efficient housing, eco
friendly power generation, avoid industry products and
using a better waste management.

YOU NEED 2 WATER AND 2 FOOD SURVIVAL
CARDS TO GAIN EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



Microplastics  are small pieces of any kind of plastic
debris. It has been found in rivers, lakes, drinking water
supplies and in bottled water. Plastics degrade slowly
and this increased the probability of microplastics
being ingested, incorporated and accumulated in the
bodies and tissues of many organisms. They are
harmful because they are made by toxic chemicals. It’s
important to reduce the using of plastics in our
lifestyle, promoting recycling and the use of non plastic
alternatives.

YOU NEED 3 WATER SURVIVAL CARDS TO GAIN
EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



Since the start of the 20th century, the average global sea level
has been rising. This acceleration is due mostly to human
caused global warming, which is driving thermal expansion of
seawater and the melting of land-based ice sheets and glaciers.
This can influence humans populations considerably in coastal
and island regions. Further effects are more dangerous
tsunamis, displacement of populations, loss and degradation of
agricultural lands. Natural environments like marine and coastal
ecosystems are also affected. Some tips that will help are, for
example, reduce your footprint, protect wetlands, plant more
plants and save trees, reduce your energy use and leave
contaminants transports.

YOU NEED 2 SHELTER AND 2 FOOD SURVIVAL
CARDS TO GAIN EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



A heat wave is a period of excessively heat weather.
Severe heat waves have caused catastrophic crop
failures, thousand of deaths from hyperthermia and it
dies out vegetation and water natural resources. It can
contribute to bushfires and wildfires. Heat waves can
lead to water short ages and increases stress for
plants too. The most effective way to avoid the
negative impacts is to migrate climate change by
reducing green house gas emissions by using cleaner
energies.

YOU NEED 3 SHELTER SURVIVAL CARDS TO GAIN
EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



The ozone layer is a region of Earth’s stratosphere that absorbs
most of the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation (UV). The ozone layer
prevents most harmful UV wavelengths of ultraviolet light from
passing through the Earth's atmosphere. It has being depleted
by chemicals released by industries. The reason for occurrence
of the ozone hole above Antarctica is because the low
temperatures help form polar stratospheric clouds. This
threatened life on Earth, including increased sunburn, skin
cancer and ecological problems. If you want to help, you should
have to use resources for having an eco friendly lifestyle that
reduce CFC levels emissions.

YOU NEED 2 SHELTER AND 2 FOOD SURVIVAL
CARDS TO GAIN EXTRA 3 LIVES

Disaster card



You have to go to a conference 2000 km
away. How do you get there?

3 0 2 2

1 2 2 0

0 4 1 0

a) plane

b) train

c) hitch-hiking
Question card



You have to build a recycling plant. What
would it be?

2 1 2 0

2 0 3 0

1 4 0 0

a) plastic

b) paper

c) electronic devices
Question card



You have to recycle a big amount of
chemical waste. How do you do it?

1 3 1 2

3 2 0 0

1 1 3 0

b) do it on your own

c) ask somebody else to
 do it

a) dump it in a river

Question card



How do you get your dinner?

1 3 1 0

1 2 2 0

2 0 3 0

b) buy ready-made meal

c) eat in a restaurant

a) make it on your own

Question card



You need to buy a new vehicle for
yourself? You buy...

3 0 1 2

2 2 1 1

1 3 1 0

b) used car

c) bicycle

a) new pickup truck

Question card



You need a new outfit. How do you do
it?

1 3 1 0

2 0 3 0

1 2 2 0

b) buy a new outfit

c) make your own

a) second-hand store

Question card



You have to produce energy. How would
you do it?

1 2 2 2

4 0 1 0

2 3 0 1

b) solar power battery

c) water power station

a) thermal power station

Question card



Chocolate fell on the floor. What you do
with it?

1 3 1 0

2 0 3 0

2 1 2 1

b) ask dog to eat it

c) you throw it away

a) picking it up and eat it

Question card



You have some leftover food that is
going to spoil soon. How do you act?

1 3 1 0

2 2 1 0

2 0 3 0

b) sell it to a neighbour

 c) give it to a food bank

a) throw it away

Question card



There is garbage dump next to your
house. What do you do?

2 0 3 0

0 5 0 0

1 3 1 0

b) clean it by yourself
c) cooperate with
neighbours to clean it

a) call a service to clean it

Question card



You need to brush your teeth. What do
you do?

2 2 1 0

2 1 2 1

2 3 0 0

b) leave the water running
while brushing
c) brush your teeth once
per day

a) turn of the water while
brushing

Question card



You need to iron your clothes. How do
you get it done?

1 3 1 0

2 1 2 0

2 1 2 0

b) take it to a service

c) you don't iron your
clothes

a) do it yourself

Question card



You need more wheat. How do you get
it?

1 1 2 2

2 0 3 0

0 2 3 0

b) buy it from someone

c) invest money into
selective breeding

a) create more fields

Question card



How to deal with dirty dishes?

0 3 2 0

3 0 2 0

2 0 3 2

b) use a dishwasher

c) use plastic so you can
throw them away

a) wash it yourself

Question card



You go to a store, after paying you need
to bag your groceries. What do you do?

1 2 2 2

2 1 2 1

1 3 1 0

b) buy a paper bag

c) have reusable bag
with you

a) buy a plastic bag

Question card



You need to get to work place 25 km
away. How do you get there?

2 2 1 2

2 1 2 1

1 3 1 0

b) carpooling

c) by public transportation

a) by your own car

Question card



How to save electricity in everyday life?

1 3 1 0

1 4 0 0

3 0 2 0

b) produce your own
energy by cycling
c) buy a solar power battery

a) start using less
electricity

Question card



You are buying a new fridge. What do
you do with your old one?

3 0 2 2

0 4 1 1

2 2 1 0

b) sell it online

c) give it for recycling

a) throw it away

Question card



Your dog needs to go for a walk and he
poops. What do you do?

1 3 1 0

3 0 2 0

1 2 2 1

b) have dog walker 

c) leave the poop

a) trash it properly

Question card



You buy coffee from cafe. What do you
do with the cup?

1 3 1 2

2 2 1 0

2 2 1 0

b) recycle it 

c) have reusable cup

a) throw it to trash

Question card



You need to wash your clothes. How do
you do it?

3 1 1 0

1 3 1 0

2 2 1 0

b) wash them by hand

c) your mom will wash them
for you

a) use the washing
machine

Question card



Your apartment is cold what do you do?

3 0 2 0

1 3 1 0

1 2 2 1

b) put some more
clothes on
c) heat with wood

a) turn on central
heating

Question card



Your harvest of potatoes is in danger
due to potato beetles. What do you do?

2 1 2 2

1 2 2 1

0 5 0 0

b) produce GMO potato
not affected by the beetle

c) collect beetles manually

a) use pesticides

Question card



The hungry wolves attack your village.
What do you do?

1 4 0 2

2 0 3 0

1 2 2 1

b) do nothing

c) build a big fence

a) kill the wolves

Question card



    

    

    

b) 

c) 

a) 

Question card



According to the wave, you need to do
some repairs. It costs you 2 coins, 1

time.

Apocalypse card



As you are very well connected
person, you got elected and now

you have to payback 1 coin to each
one of the other players

Apocalypse card



Volunteering during these years made
you a respected person and a better

human being. 
You have the chance to change your

resources with any of the players.

Apocalypse card



As this catastrophe was pretty
huge, we invite you to meet with

any of your neighbours
Reach a consensual agreement,
about sharing your resources.

Apocalypse card



You’ve been greedy and like that,
you’re going to receive a

punishment. 
Change your resources with the

less resourced player.

Apocalypse card



You’ve been rewarded by the other
players. Collect the resources they
left for you in the board and use
them the most efficient way... 

Good luck!

Apocalypse card


